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Chronic cought as initial maifestation of mediastinal lymphoma in woman
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Introduction: Primary mediatinal lymphoma is a B-cell lymphoma variant that is derived from thymic medulla B cells. It represents 2 to 4 % of non-Hodking 
lymphomas and occurs most in young womens. It is characterized by diffuse large B-cells and sclerosis. 
Purpose: to demonstrate that patients with chronic ichiness in the skin and cough can be one initial manifestation of mediastinal lymphoma in womam. 
Methods: through one case report, 42 years-old woman with history of ichiness and chronic cought in 2004. She went to the emergency room and the physician 
asked for the lung rx ray that resulted in enlargement of the mediastinum and little pleural efusion on the right lung. Computed tomography of the thorax showed 
pleural effusion on the right lung and enlargement of the mediatinum. It was done biopsy of the mediatinum lesion for four times in the same procedure and only in 
the fourth biopsy of the medistinum, they found hodking diseases. 
Results: she was treated with chemotherapy for 12 sessions and was very successfull in her treatment and it was not necessary the use of surgery or radiotherapy 
(2005). The patient went to acupuncture clinic recently (2021) and the physician  found  was that all her chakras’ energy centers were in the lowest level of energy . 
It was orientate her to avoid some foods such as dairy products, raw food, cold water and sweets. The second group of foods that was orientate to avoid was  fried 
foods, chocolate, honey, coconut, alcoholic beverages, etc.. and avoid coffee, soda and matte tea. The physician began to treat him usng auricular acupuncture 
(mustard seeds) and apex ear bloodlleting . The second tool used was the use of homeopathy medications according to the theory Constitutional Homeopathy of 
the Five Elements Based on Traditional Chinese Medicine,to replenish all these energies that was causing immune supresion in this patient, that was not treated 
in the first treatment she received in 2005.
Conclusion: patients with chronic cought and ichiness can be one clinical manifestation of mediatinum lymphoma and the correct invastigation is very important 
to do the correct dignosis and treatment of this case.
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